**Major Changes:** Milestones still haven’t super changed, but a bit worried about deadlines coming up.

**Accomplished:** Currently have a tile set, still generating it in inkscape, this time by code instead of by hand, but the values are still being hard coded. Also looking into blender to see if the tiles can be translated into 3D soon, so that way it would be possible to connect the tiles as wanted. Also currently writing up an abstract to submit for the meeting of the minds.

**Milestone:** The basic model of the stitches is still in 2D, but hopefully the 3D models should be done with the next two weeks or so.

**Surprises:** Corona virus... Also there is a paper submission that my advisor would like me to submit to, at least for experience if not anything else. Given that, the goals still do align as I would probably have to do something similar for the meeting of the minds. Just in general, have been a bit strange with the previous weeks.

**Looking Ahead:** Will have to spend more time on things because I did not realize certain things were going to be due soon, like meeting of the minds. Also with the hard coding of the values, there is a chance that I would be able to find a way to not hard code all the values, but have like x amount that of values are are slightly arbitrarily set, but then everything else can be based off those values.

**Revisions:** Have to push back the milestones again. Currently a lot of things are touch and go, I have a plan of how to proceed, but with the class schedule still being a bit strange, the allocated times that I’ve set for myself have to be changed.